**Winter Theatre Classes 2024**

Develop lifelong skills such as listening, self-confidence, reading, memorization, focus & concentration. Students create characters, dialogue, monologues, scenes & performance pieces with guidance from experienced theatre professionals. Perform for family & friends on the final day of class. We strongly encourage consistent attendance for all theatre classes. Share a performance during the last class. **All Cultural Services classes require pre-registration.** [Theatre Booking Page (perfectmind.com)](http://perfectmind.com)

**Storybook, Alive! Fractured Fairy Tales**
Ages: 4-7
Have some fun at the expense of some of your favorite fairy tales. Act out a different story each week, performing a favorite story on the final day of class. **Students should have experience working in a classroom setting.** Classes teach students to work in a group setting, public speaking, characterization & empathy. Instructor: Joi Hiatt

74359 Jan. 22–Mar. 4
Mon., 4:30-5:45 p.m.
$80 ($60 Resident)
Southeast Recreation Cen., 25400 E. Alexander Dr.

**Storybook, Alive! Superheroes**
Ages: 4-7
Bring stories about superheroes to life in these fun theatre classes! Act out a different story each week, performing a favorite story on the final day of class. **Students should have experience working in a classroom setting.** Classes teach students to work in a group setting, public speaking, characterization & empathy. Instructor: Jennifer Patten

74361 Jan 16-Feb. 20
Tue., 4:30-5:45 p.m.
$80 ($60 Resident)
Mission Viejo Library, Community Room, 15324 E. Hampden Cir., Aurora

**The Witches**
Ages 7-13
Create & perform a play based on the popular children’s book and film adaptations Requires consistent attendance, outside classwork & memorization. Instructor: Joi Hiatt

74524 Jan 20-Feb 24
Sat. 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
$110 ($88 Resident)
Tallyn’s Reach Library 23911 E. Arapahoe Rd., Aurora
Mary Poppins
Ages 8-14
Create & perform a play based on the popular children’s book by one of the most beloved children’s authors of all time. Requires consistent attendance, outside classwork & memorization. Instructor: Lisa Mumpton
74551 Jan. 20-Feb 24
Sat., 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
$130 ($104 Resident)
The Peoples Building, 9995 E Colfax Ave, Aurora

Improvisation
Ages: 9-16
Learn the basic skills of improvisation. Create interesting, unique characters, circumstances, conflicts, dialogue & scenes. This class will teach how to think & react quickly, within the given circumstances, eventually learning to make more & more interesting choices as your technique & confidence develop. Requires consistent attendance. Instructor: Hugo Jon Sayles
74198 Jan. 20-Feb. 24
Sat., 1:30-3:30p.m.
$110 ($88 Resident)
Aurora Central Library, Cultural Services Division Studio, 14949 E. Alameda Parkway, Aurora

Questions? Contact lnumpton@auroragov.org or call 303-739-6520